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Introduction

	One of University of Oulu’s strategic goals in 2012-2015 is to promote study progress and flexibility in all areas of education. In order to achieve this, several actions were taken. One of them involves student oriented information systems; making existing systems more effective and developing new ones. 

Well planned educational processes reduce the number of drop-outs, shorten graduation periods, bring graduates to working life earlier therefore making careers longer, and also make it possible to start career as a researcher younger than before. Graduating from basic degree programmes faster than before, makes recruitment for postgraduate education easier.

The annual number of graduates at the University of Oulu has been just below national average. Finland’s Ministry of Education and Culture has a funding model for universities that puts weight on the financial item related to shorter graduation periods for those students who have completed at least 55 study points per academic year. Also the Finnish student financial aid model supports students who study minimum of 5 study points per month.

University of Oulu has gained remarkable labels in 2013: Oulu Business School was accredited by AACSB international (The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business), the premier accreditation body for business schools worldwide. University of Oulu is the first research university if Finland to be awarded ECTS Label in December 2013 by The European Commission. Following the Bologna process, part of the development work in information systems at the University of Oulu has been describing degrees, curriculum, and describing courses according to ECTS criteria. This presentation focuses on strategic actions done with information systems at the University of Oulu during the last three years.

Action points

	Since 2011 university has started to use student oriented information systems and tools to help students plan studies and the use of time, advance in their studies, and to support communication between students and teachers. The goal is for students and entire university community to get new, improved and appropriate tools. These measures aspire to improve the starting of studies and shorten graduation times, which have been proven to have a clear connection to each other. As seen in Figure 1 below, strategic actions have had an impact in raising the number of credits during first year of studies.
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Figure 1: 1st year credits 2010-2012
According to ECTS criteria, it is also essential to make sure that student have an optimized timetable enabling them to take 60 study points in an academic year. In addition to this, there are new information systems for monitoring study progress. Student counselling is also being developed, e.g. by tutor teaching system and utilizing study plan in OodiPSP. New follow-up tools are used to monitor e.g. how students pass courses and receive study points, and to anticipate the amount of graduating students. In the background is the goal to get reliable figures from indicators that help decision making, in order to achieve goals.


Information systems in Education

	Some of the new information systems promote to national interoperable enterprise architecture, some have been developed as university’s internal projects. We found it very important to build interfaces to already existing systems, and therefore making the use of existing systems even more useful.  System architecture consists of several interconnected systems rather than one large one (see Figure 2). It also allows university not to be dependent on only one supplier.
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Figure 2: Information systems in Education at the University of Oulu
Study affairs, planning studies and teaching 
Oodi is the core register for student and study information at the University of Oulu. It includes information e.g. on students, their study rights, annual registrations, courses and completed credits. Oodi is made up of two closely linked interfaces, WinOodi and browser operated WebOodi. Oodi users are officials, teachers, and students. Oodi also contains personal study plan tool OodiPSP. Oodi is used in 9 Finnish universities. Oodi the master information system at the University of Oulu, where all new systems are connected to via interfaces.

New information systems in education
SLH is a timetable system, making university level timetables for the entire academic year. It has multiple reports: utilization rate of rooms, student’s and teacher’s work load during academic year etc.
	Lukkari is a schedule tool for students, where students can add instruction and exam times and places from Oodi to their own electronic calendar, either using an Oodi search function or selecting courses directly from their study plan, which also comes from Oodi.
	Noppa is a study portal for students. It contains course information for courses offered at the University of Oulu. Teachers administer their teaching notifications, and can also create Optima learning environment workspaces from Noppa.
Informing students 
Office 365 for Education (O365) offers students Outlook email, cloud services e.g. Office Web Apps applications: Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, Lync, and calendar and SkyDrive Pro.
	University of Oulu’s Wiki Environment

Kompassi Study Environment - Skills and Services portal contains information about independent study facilities, workstations, study-related information systems and academic studies in general.
Teaching

	Optima Learning Environment is an interactive web-based tool. Students can study online, do groupwork, chat or discuss, read materials and return exercises, give and receive feedback. Optima is also used along with contact teaching.

Other study related tools

	Urkund compares documents and flags similarities as a possible instance of plagiarism. Urkund is used by all students when they submit their thesis.
	Examinarium is an e-exam workspace
	SoleMOVE is a system for international student and staff mobility, international mobility agreements and reports

Laturi is a system for the submission of electronic diploma and master’s theses. 
	Sisu Portal provides up-to-date and dependable statistics and figures for University of Oulu's staff and students. 



Implementing information systems
When implementing information systems, there are several introductions and training sessions organized for teachers and students on each system. To inform staff and students, university wide announcements are distributed. User guides for every information system are available online, and each system has their own service desk address supporting the use and helping users with problems.

Implementing new information systems requires enormous amounts of discussions, considering different viewpoints, co-operation and once more, discussions.


Achievements

As seen in Figure 3 below, the effects of promoting study progress work are showing in 2013. The amount of students who have 55 or more study points is increasing.
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Figure 3: Indicator: at least 55 cr completed
In order to achieve this it has required Academic Affairs to co-operate between both ICT administration and degree programmes. 
	Getting teachers involved in promoting study progress work has been extremely important. Using information systems and study progress report, teachers are able to find and react early on students who are struggling with their studies, getting only few or zero study points. By utilizing information systems it is possible to increase efficiency e.g. by using information to react early in analyzing degree programs.

Challenges

When implementing new information systems, sufficient training resources present a challenge. Users often experience new information systems as a burden. Students, who study across degree programs, create a challenge for counselling. In some cases opposition has more do with change in working culture rather than implementing a new information system. That makes training and implementing very challenging. In the other hand, getting to know and use new information systems has made working quicker and easier. Indicators that effect university’s results are available for all in Sisu portal.
	The true challenge is how to increase the number of degrees in general. How to get students to graduate when economy is low and situation in labor markets are poor? 



